Unveiling Kirkiss
Automated Amazon
Reviews!!!
by Mathew Paust
New! Predation Enterprises, the world-reviled folksy firm that
brings you instant Twitter followers, now presents Kirkiss, the only
automated Amazon book review service on Earth!
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Attract legitimate New York literary agents and legacy publishing
houses with Kirkiss's amazing Amazon review package for your
books! Starting at a lousy twenty-five bucks per book! That's right,
the same twenty-five that get you ten thousand cosmetic followers
on Twitter before your credit card purchase has finished clearing!
But we don't do book reviews instantly! No! No! Nonononono! That
would be stupid! We spread the five-star heartfelt Amazon reviews
on your book over a three-week period, so they seem genuine! For
an extra five bucks we'll spread a maximum of three four-star
reviews in the mix to ensure an appearance of authenticity! And for
another five, why, we'll give your book a one-star pan in a countryhick dialect! Our customers swear by the one-star pans, insisting
that within minutes of a review slamming their book as the "wors
dang thang ever" going live they sell more books than with a dozen
of our five- and four-star zingers alone! Psychologists call it reverse
psychology! Now just for you, for responding to this amazing
introductory offer, we'll send you the entire package for the low low
low price of thirty-three buckaroos (plus $36 shipping and
handling)! And: Kirkiss will toss in a free set of genuine Ginsu
knives! The zingers? Kirkiss uses nothing but the most durable,
time-tested persuasive adjectives, including the never-unpopular
"page turner", "masterful", "compelling" and "eminently
memorable"! Exclamation marks on every sentence guaranteed or
quadruple your money back!!!! Our cutting edge technology is built
around the Damnable Snoflake Spammifier IV, which randomly
provides a different untraceable ISP with every Amazon contact!
And: The Spammifier IV's exclusive NSA-certified hack feature
assures a "verified purchase" tag with every—count 'em—every
review! Click on the link below and Kirkiss will deluge you with a
twenty-four/seven hourly sampling of our reviews for the next two
months at no cost! Hurry, while supplies last!
CLICK THIS LINK NOW!
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